ShovelIt™
HAND SAFETY TOOL

Take Your Job and ShovelIt™
With the industries’ number one hand safety tool.

LHR Safety’s patented ShovelIt Hand Safety Tool was designed to help workers reduce hand and finger injuries by avoiding pinch points and other hand-related safety issues while working with suspended loads.

Use this versatile hand safety tool in the field to:
- Grab slings and taglines with the hooks
- Guide and land suspended loads
- Guide and move pipes and tubulars with the "V" shaped head
- Push against flat surfaces, corners or rounded edges of suspended loads

Applications
- Oil & Gas Drilling
- Tool Pushing
- Construction
- Cargo Handling
- Manufacturing Plants

Features
- Hi-Visible Color
- Single & Dual Comfort Grips for Safety & Handling
- Light Weight & Durable Materials for High Maneuverability
- Rubber Insert Tip Option for Gripping
- Teflon Insert Tip Option for Easy Sliding

* Non-conductive, the ShovelIt Hand Safety Tool has been electrical tested to high line national standards of 75 kilovolts per foot.
* Push / Pull Force Rating: Push 600 lbs. / Pull 350 lbs.
Configure to Meet Your Needs

The ShovelIt is available in four standard lengths: 42", 50", 72", 90" with custom lengths and configurations available upon request.